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ABSTRACT
The advancing electrification of the transportation and
heating sector is expected to cause several operational
challenges for distribution system operators (DSO),
mainly in the form of thermal overloading of assets and
voltage limit violations. Especially, low voltage (LV)
networks are prone to failure.
In order to integrate electric vehicles (EVs) into LV
networks, two charge scheduling algorithms for EVs are
presented. The scheduling algorithms, namely “BasicScheduling” and “Time-Of-Use (TOU)-Scheduling
distribute the power demand of EVs pro-actively to prevent
detrimental effects on power grids.
A simulated case study of a residential area including 20
households has shown that both, “Basic-Scheduling” and
“TOU-Scheduling” can effectively mitigate asset
overloading. Different examinations regarding the
environmental conditions have been carried out.
Another objective pursued was the examination on how a
stationary battery energy storage system (BESS) can
increase the hosting capacity of a network. Commercially
available Vanadium-Redox-Flow batteries (VRFB) are
virtually integrated in the network of the residential area.
A 30 kW/100 kWh VRFB was able to relieve transformer
overloading in three out of four cases for uncontrolled EV
charging. Only in a modified scenario, transformer
overloading occurred. A 50 kW/200 kWh VRFB mitigated
transformer overloading in every scenario considered.

INTRODUCTION
The increase of power demand in LV networks from EVs
is expected to cause multiple operational challenges for
DSOs, such as asset overloading, voltage limit violations
and power quality issues [1], [2].
Regarding asset overloading, it is important to distinguish
between short-time overloading in case of failure and
thermal overloading due to a continuous exceedance of the
assets' associated power limits, which is referred to as
network congestion [3], [4]. Congestion leads to
overheating, increased wear on the assets, triggering of
protection and a risk of failure [3], [4].
Instead of costly grid reinforcements to cope with the
impacts of EVs, the charging processes should be
coordinated so that no excessive amount of power is drawn
from the LV network. To achieve this, two charge
scheduling algorithms for EVs are presented. The
algorithms have been developed in Java, tested and
evaluated by performing simulations and tests with real
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hardware including two commercial EVs and one charging
station.
Stationary VRFBs are another interesting approach to
tackle the abovementioned problems; such batteries have
the capability to increase the hosting capacity of LV
networks for EVs.

PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
The main scope of this paper is to propose two smart
charging strategies by which EVs can be compatibly
integrated in the LV network.
The first algorithm “Basic-Scheduling”, from now on
referred to as B-S is an algorithm that finds the total
minimum average required power to charge all EVs to
their amount of energy desired, effectively smoothing their
overall total power demand. For this, a centralized control
architecture is necessary. Since the state of charge (SOC)
of an EV is not known by an EV charge controller
(EVCC), the parameter amount of energy is introduced as
an equivalent for fuel gauge indication.
The second algorithm, “TOU-Scheduling”, from now on
referred to as TOU-S, links the available time period of a
charging process of an EV with the corresponding
electricity stock market prices. However, as this approach
can lead to an avalanche effect if many EVs start charging
simultaneously, TOU-S is later combined with other smart
charging algorithms to form a centralized charging scheme
that reduces charging costs while it mitigates network
impact.
For the proposed scheduling strategies neither
measurements of asset loading nor of voltage levels are
required. However, for both scheduling algorithms, the
expected departure time and the amount of energy desired
of an EV is necessary. The work is inspired by [5].

Control Architecture
Definitions: In the context of this paper, departure time dT
refers to the departure time of an EV and charging
requirement chR refers to the amount of energy desired of
an EV converted into time slots. The term charging task cT
refers to the vector of the charging requirement and the
time horizon in which it must be fulfilled. The term charge
amount cA refers to the amount of energy that an EV has
charged since the beginning of its charging process
converted into time slots. Both scheduling procedures
make use of the same operational basic principle: a day is
divided into 144 equally long time slots t, each
representing 10 minutes.
Naturally, it is possible to vary the length of the time slots.
However, 10-minute time slots have been considered a fair
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compromise between the dynamically changing charging
order of the EVs and the duration an EV is charged. Each
participating EV is assigned a number of those time slots
in which it can be recharged, hence a schedule is created.
The two algorithms calculate, which EVs are given
permission to charge in each time slot.
Each EV has been assigned a decision vector Di, consisting
of 144 Boolean decision variables 𝑑 , that represents the
number of available time slots. If the state of 𝑑 is true, the
EV is charged in the corresponding time slot. If 𝑑 is set
false, the EV performs no action at all in this time slot and
the EV will wait for its turn to charge.
𝐷 = 𝑑

𝑑

𝑑

⋯ 𝑑

𝑑 ∈ 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒, 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒

(1)

The scheduling algorithms are executed every 10 minutes,
between the end and the start of a time slot. They output a
full set of decision vectors, see Figure 1. In time slots
coloured red, the decision vector is set to false, while in
green coloured ones the decision vector is set to true. The
figure indicates that EV 1 will be charged between 8:40 to
9:20, EV 2 from 8:00 to 8:40 and EV 3 from 9:20 on. To
determine the state of each decision vector the algorithms
perform different calculations.

Figure 1: Decision Vectors for 3 EVs.

Basic-Scheduling
B-S is a procedure that finds the total minimum average
required power to charge all EVs to their amount of energy
desired before their expected departure time. For this, the
end conditions departure time and amount of energy
desired are necessary. The parameter amount of energy is
converted into the processable value charging requirement
chR. Ideally, upon arriving every EV user communicates
his expected departure time and amount of energy desired
to the central entity through a terminal.
While the charging requirement is mostly a statistical
parameter and can be estimated quite well, the departure
time has to preferably be given by the user. However, in
cases like in the presented case study residential area,
departure times can be estimated, too. All EVs should be
charged to their amount of energy desired before the
morning commute starts.
With knowledge of the departure time, the algorithm can
calculate the absolute number of remaining available time
slots Ti,Rest for the charging process with every iteration.
𝑇,

(𝑡) = 𝑡

−𝑡

(2)

Ti,Rest defines the time horizon in which the given charging
requirement has to be fulfilled. The average charging
power necessary to satisfy the charging requirement can be
derived from this time horizon.
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𝑃𝑝𝑇 =

𝑐ℎ𝑅 − 𝑐𝐴
⋅6
𝑇,

(3)

The parameter Power per Timeslot (PpTi) describes the
lowest permissible charging power necessary to meet the
end conditions. PpTi is converted into a processable value
for an EVCC by being divided by the measured voltage.
The ceiling functions ensure that a small security margin
is included.
𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑇 =

𝑃𝑝𝑇
𝑉

(4)

According to IEC 61851-1 CCpTi values above 6 A in case
of a 1-Phase AC EV, respectively 18 A for a 3-Phase AC
EV could be processed by an EVCC. Typically, chR is in
relationship to the departure time of an EV not large
enough to guarantee processable CCpTi values. Therefore,
the sum of all CCpTi is calculated, split up and then
reallocated to selected EVs based on a priority system, that
takes a parameter called flexibility F as the deciding factor.
𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑇

=

𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑇

(5)

Flexibility describes the amount of time slots, that a
charging task can be curtailed without affecting the
fulfilment of the charging requirement chR. For example,
if a charging task has a flexibility of 6, the charging
process can be curtailed for a maximum of 6 time slots. If
the flexibility is equal or less than zero, the charging
process must start immediately to still fulfil the charging
requirement. Based on the flexibility, the algorithm
determines which EV will be charged in each time slot.
𝐹 (𝑡) = 𝑡

− (𝑐ℎ𝑅 − 𝑐𝐴 ) − 𝑡

(6)

With every charging task ranked according to its flexibility
in ascending order, the admission to charge for selected
EVs is granted by the algorithm. Therefore, the following
procedure will be repeated until there is no available
charging current left from the CCpTSum-pool: every
iteration, the charging task and its belonging EV with the
lowest flexibility will be served at first. From CCpTSum, the
maximum permissible charging current of the associated
EV will be subtracted and the EVs admitted will have their
decision vector set to true. The result is a complete set of
decision vectors for every time slot.

TOU-Scheduling
The TOU-S algorithm links a charging task with the
corresponding electricity stock market price. In order to
gain economic benefits, it is assumed that a flexible
electricity contract has been signed between the aggregator
of the participating EVs and an energy supplier. DayAhead-Market prices are a suitable indicator for the
fluctuations of any general flexible electricity price model.
Generally, charging strategies considering flexible
electricity prices are performed decentralized, so each EV
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will react independently of each other. However, this is not
without a risk: in case a certain number of EVs start their
charging process simultaneously due to a market signal,
their power demand might exceed the thermal rating of
electrical assets. Therefore, the decentralized TOU-S
algorithm is later combined with other smart charging
algorithms that curtail the power demand from EVs in case
thermal overloading of assets or voltage limit violations
occur in the grid, resulting in an overall centralized
charging strategy.
The basis for TOU-S is the assignment of each time slot
with its corresponding electricity market price. In this way,
time slot-stock price pairs are created. Upon connecting of
an EV to a charging station, the user communicates his
amount of energy desired and his expected departure time
to a central entity. Then, the algorithm calculates the
necessary number of time slots to fulfil the given charging
requirement. In the next step, the coupled time slot-stock
price pairs are all ranked in an ascending order based on
the stock price. Finally, the corresponding decision vectors
of the necessary time slots are set to true. Under ideal
conditions (neglecting network limit violations), this
procedure would deliver an economically optimal
solution. However, due to the avalanche effect described
previously, compromises must be made. By combining
TOU-S with dedicated thermal and voltage management
algorithms, the objective function of TOU-S is
transformed from only considering economical aspects to
also consider network aspects.

The Leaf has a battery capacity of 24 kWh and is supplied
via 1-Phase AC with a maximum charging current of 16A.
The Smart has a battery capacity of 17.6 kWh and is
supplied via 3-Phase AC with a maximum charging
current of 20 A per phase. In addition to the real EVs, there
are three virtual EVs connected to the test network. In
total, three of the EVs are supplied with 1-Phase AC and
two are supplied with 3-Phase AC. The charging station is
controlled through two identical EVCC from Phoenix
Contact, one for each socket. The communication to the
central entity is established via the Modbus TCP protocol.
A test has been designed to evaluate the performance of BS with real hardware. It has been assumed that all EVs
arrive at their charging points at the beginning of the test.
Each EV has an amount of energy desired of 1.8 kWh and
an expected dwell time of 1 hour.

VALIDATION OF ALGORITHMS
In this section, a validation of the proposed algorithms is
carried out. Therefore, the two dimensions thermal impact
and user impact are used to evaluate the performance of
the algorithms.

Basic-Scheduling
At first, to confirm the correct execution of the control
architecture under real conditions and to evaluate
compatibility with existing charging infrastructure, B-S is
deployed on two real EVs, a Nissan Leaf and a Smart
fortwo electric drive, and one charging station.

Figure 2: Charging Station, Nissan Leaf, Smart fortwo ED.
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Figure 3: EV Unscheduled vs. EV Scheduled Charging.

Figure 3 shows the comparison of total power demand of
the EVs for the uncontrolled case (a) and the scheduled
case (b). For presentation purposes, the charging currents
from the virtual cars have been merged with the real
charging currents from the Nissan and Smart.
In case a), the total power demand reaches its peak directly
after all EVs are connected. The total power demand
amounts to about 36 kW, respectively to 156 A of charging
current. This peak power demand lasts 440 seconds, before
the Smart has reached its amount of energy desired and the
charging process is stopped. After 30 minutes, each EV has
been charged with its amount of energy desired.
Case b) shows the same test set up, but now B-S has been
deployed. The depicted time period of total 3000 seconds
can be converted into the amount of five time slots. These
five time slots can be easily recognised by the drop of
power demand at the 1800 and 2400 second marks. For the
first three time slots, B-S has chosen the three 1-Phase
supplied EVs to be charged. This is due to their lower
3/5
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flexibility regarding the end condition to reach an amount
of energy of 1.8 kWh in the time horizon of 1 h. At the end
of timeslot three, i.e. after 1800 seconds all three vehicles
have reached their amount of energy desired and
permission to charge is given to the Smart. There is a gap
of approximately 1 minute in which the Smart has
responded significantly delayed to the transmitted virtual
charging current. The Smart is recharging with 11.7 kW
instead of its maximum power of 13.8 kW due to the
underlying power threshold of B-S. After 2400 seconds,
the last virtual 3-Phase EV is given permission to charge.
Residential Area
In order to evaluate B-S and TOU-S in a more realistic
environment, a residential area has been designed and
simulated. In total 20 households that are supplied through
one 10 kV/400 V, 100 kVA transformer are simulated. The
load profiles of the households have been created using the
CREST tool [6]. The total load in the network consists of
the households’ initial load and of the added load through
EVs. The EV penetration rate is gradually increased from
0 to 100 % and with each growth rate, the load at the
transformer is examined. The added load through the EVs
is determined by their penetration rate, their connection
type, their amount of energy required and their arrival/
departure time. It has been presumed that the EVs SOC is
zero. Thus, all EVs are required to be charged to 25 kWh.

50 % is necessary. In case of a 30 % or 40 % EV control
rate, overloading occurs for 30 respectively 23 minutes
with an average exceedance rate of about 5 % respectively
2 %. In all cases the amount of energy desired has been
reached.
In order to further evaluate and confirm the findings, the
environmental conditions have been modified regarding
the arrangement of the EVs. The number of EVs supplied
with 3-Phase instead of 1-Phase AC has been increased
from 5 to 10, see Figure 4 b). This time, B-S achieves
satisfying results with a 60 % EV control rate. Again, the
amount of energy desired for all EVs has been reached.

TOU-Scheduling
In this section, TOU-S is evaluated regarding its capability
to alleviate transformer overloading. Therefore, TOU-S
has been deployed to EVs in the modified 100 % EV
penetration rate scenario. The underlying electricity prices
assumed are the average Day-Ahead-Auction prices from
EPEX SPOT from a week in February 2018. Based on the
initial 100 % EV penetration scenario, the EV control rate
for TOU-S is increased in 10 percent steps. Due to the
decentralized control architecture, the EVs will react
independently of each other. Ideally, users could
implement the control by themselves, if they have an
access to a flexible electricity price contract.
Figure 5 a) depicts the transformer loading for three
different EV control rate scenarios. If 40 % to 60 % of
users in a full EV penetration rate scenario participate in
the TOU-S scheme, transformer overloading is mitigated
successfully. In each case (40 %, 50 %, 60 %) every EV
has reached the amount of energy desired of 25 kWh.
Every charging process is finished before 6 h.

Figure 4: Transformer Loading Uncontrolled Charging vs. B-S.

Based on the 100 % EV penetration rate scenario, B-S is
evaluated. Starting from 0 %, the EV control rate is
gradually increased until transformer overloading is no
longer an issue.
Figure 4 a) illustrates how B-S successfully distributes the
power demand of the EVs over their parking time. To
completely prevent asset overloading an EV control rate of
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Figure 5: Transformer Loading TOU-S.
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However, if more than 60 % of EVs participate in TOU-S,
the peak load demand would be shifted to the early
morning hours. Figure 5 b) illustrates how this avalanche
effect would look like in a 100 % EV participation scenario
(red line). Therefore, it is necessary to apply a centralized
control, if over 60 % of EVs participate in TOU-S. For this
purpose, TOU-S has been combined with a previously
developed voltage management (VM) and thermal
management (TM) [3] strategy to form a centralized
scheme that reduces charging costs while it mitigates
network impact.
The black line shows the transformer loading for a 100 %
EV control scenario for this combined case. The
superimposition of both algorithms works seamlessly. Due
to the reduced power, the charging process for the EVs
takes longer than in an unrestricted case. Nevertheless,
each charging process is finished before 7 h with every EV
reaching at least 98.3 % of the amount of energy desired
of 25 kWh. The prolonging of the charging process in
order to alleviate transformer overloading comes with the
drawback of not achieving the best economical solution
and the risk to not reach the amount of energy desired in
case of a premature departure of EVs. However, the
electricity price is still significantly lower between 6 h and
7 h than in the early evening hours (18 h to 21 h).

BATTERY INTEGRATION
Two exemplary versions of commercial VRFBs have been
virtually integrated into the network of a residential area,
one with a nominal power of 30 kW and a capacity of
100kWh and one with a nominal power of 50 kW and a
capacity of 200 kWh. To control the VRFB, a modified
version of the EV charge algorithm TM [3] has been
deployed. Power is fed into the grid when 90 % of the
transformer’s rated limit is reached. The procedure is
stopped when either the VRFB is depleted or when
transformer loading drops under 90 % and the VRFB is not
feeding any more power into the grid.

Figure 6 depicts the transformer loading of the modified
100 % EV penetration rate scenario with a stationary
VRFB integrated in the grid. In both depicted cases, the
EVs are charged uncontrolled. In case a) a total energy
amount of 34 kWh is fed into the grid by the VRFB. In
case b) the smaller battery feeds a total energy amount of
around 66.3 kWh into the grid and the larger battery an
amount of around 93.3 kWh. This exemplary use case is
one example of how a VRFB could be used in a more
actively controlled distribution network. Other potential
use cases are the integration of renewable energy sources,
added off-grid functionalities and stability services.

CONCLUSION
This paper presents two novel charge scheduling
algorithms for EVs that distribute EV power demand proactively in order to prevent network congestion and
voltage limit violations. Simulations and tests performed
with real hardware confirmed the correct execution of the
algorithms’ control architecture and their potential to
mitigate asset overloading.
The results obtained regarding the integration of a
stationary energy storage indicate that a VRFB can
increase the hosting capacity of a LV network considering
uncontrolled charging of EVs. Future work will study the
feasibility of a VRFB together with a smart charging
algorithm from both technical and economic perspectives.
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